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Q.A. Choose the correct option: -  

1) This part of the paint window contains tabs, groups and Commands. 

Ans: Quick access toolbar 

2) This part of paint window contains set of commands under a tab.  

Ans: Quick access toolbar 

3) Which tool is used to draw a circle? 

Ans: Oval tool 

4) Which tool is used to erase a drawing?  

Ans: Eraser Tool 

5) Which tool is used to fill colour in an object?  

Ans: Fill with color toll.   

 

Q.B. Fill in the blanks:  

1) Paint button contains different option for working in paint.  

2) Line tool is found in the shape group.  

3) A group contains set of command under a tab.  

4) Line tool is used to draw a straight line.  

5) Brush tool is found in the tool group.  

 

Q.C. Guess! Who am I?  

1) I contain different option for working in paint. I am Paint Button.  

2) I contain tabs, groups and command and also contains all the tool and colours. I am Ribbon. 

3) I contain different tools arranged in a group. I am Tab Button.  

4) I contain set of commands under a tab. I am Group button.  

5) I am also called canvas. I am Drawing Area.  

6) I am a toolbar. I contain buttons to perform common task. I am Quick access toolbar.  

 

Q.D. Answer to the questions:  

1. Which part of the paint window contains set of commands under a tab? 

Ans: A group contains set of commands under a tab.   

 



 

2. Which tool is used to fill colour in an object?  

Ans: Fill with color tool in the tool group is used to fill colour in an object.   

3. Which tool is used to erase any part of the picture?  

Ans: Eraser tool is used to erase any part of the picture.  

4. Which tool is used to draw a rectangle shape?  

Ans: Rectangle tool is used to draw a rectangle shape.  

5. Which tool is used to draw a Straight line? 

Ans: Line tool is used to draw a Straight line. 

6. Which tool is used to draw a circle? 

Ans: Oval tool is used to draw a circle.  

 

                                                                                                                                                            


